HOW TO PLAY

Casino Hold´em Poker™ uses the concept of
Texas Hold´em Poker but allows the player to play
against the house.
Texas Hold´em Poker is the most popular poker
card game in the world. Quick to learn and popular
with both beginners and expert players, it provides
an enjoyable alternative to existing poker games.

AA Bonus Side Bet
Casino Hold’em gives the player the opportunity
to play against the casino plus offers the optional
AA-Bonus side bet.
Receive a pair of Aces or higher to win this Bonus.
It pays out if the player receives a winning pair
using their first two cards and the three card Flop.

Why It Works
The dramatic increase in popularity of Poker over
recent years has created a large player base for card
rooms worldwide.
The game is quick and easy to understand for dealing
staff and players. It provides a good return for players
allowing them to recycle their ‘buy in’ whilst still
providing a good theoretical edge for the house.
Developed by Texas Hold´em players and endorsed
by many of today’s leading Poker players it is a firm
favourite with players. Casino Hold’em Poker also
boasts a succesful track record in land based and
online casinos.

How To Play
Casino Hold´em is played with one standard deck
of fifty two cards (Jokers not included).
The individual cards are ranked in descending
order as: A, K, Q, J, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2
1:

Players place a bet in the “Ante” box and an
optional side bet in a box marked “AA”.

2:

The dealer then deals two cards (face down)
to each player and two to themself. In addition
three community cards are dealt face up in
the middle of the table. The first three of five
community cards are called the “Flop”.

3:

Each player then decides whether to continue
by placing a further bet, which must be double
the “Ante” in the “Call” box, or to “Fold” (i.e. to
pass and lose the “Ante” and any “AA” bet).

4:

After all players have decided, any winning AA
Bonus bets are paid according to the pay table.

5:

The dealer then deals the last two community
cards face up, and exposes their two cards.

6:

Each hand (the dealer’s and each of the
players) shall be scored according to the
best five-card stud poker hand that can be
composed out of the five community cards and
with the two personal cards.

7:

The dealer must have a pair of 4s or better to
Qualify.

8:

If the dealer does not Qualify; The “Ante” is
paid according to the Ante winning pay table
with a push on the “Call” bet.

9:

If the dealer Qualifies; the dealer will compare
his best hand against the player’s best hand.

10: If the dealer and the player have exactly the
same hand the bet is a “Push”.
11:

If the dealer beats the player then the player
will lose both “Ante” and “Call” bets.

12: If the player beats the dealer then the “Ante” is
paid according to the Ante winning pay table
and the “Call” is paid 1 to 1.

Pay Table
Casino Hold’em Poker : Pay Table
RESULT

PAYOUT

Royal Flush

100 to 1

Straight Flush

20 to 1

4 of a Kind

10 to 1

Full House

3 to 1

Flush

2 to 1

Straight or less

1 to 1

House Edge

2.16%

AA Bonus : Pay Table 1
RESULT

PAYOUT

Flush or higher

25 to 1

Pair of Aces to Straight

House Edge

7 to 1

6.40%

AA Bonus : Pay Table 2
PAYOUT

Royal Flush

100 to 1

Straight Flush

50 to 1

4 of a Kind

40 to 1

Full House

30 to 1

Flush

20 to 1

Pair of Aces to Straight

7 to 1

House Edge

6.26%
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